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THE BIRDS OF WESTERN INDIA FEBRUARY 2015 



 

Arrived back at the end of February 2015 having 

completed two back to back tours of Western India and 

NW India and the Himalayan foothills- 34 days in total – 

a long time to be on your own as Stephanie for the first 

time ever did not accompany me. She decided to 

continue the recuperation from her hip operation and 

be ready for China in early May.  

I travelled with Tragopan Tours a small local company 

who impressed me. They tried their utmost to retrieve my lost bag- It took 8 days for Ethiad to find 

and send my bag to the requested hotel. I could fill a book on this story- just never fly Ethiad- I am 

still fighting them for compensation- an arrogant bunch at best. My accommodation was some of 

the best I ever had on a bird tour –  very impressive- strange then that they could not send me a 

detailed birdlist for the trip and personalised detailed itinerary. I used their web-based itinerary 

which gave me problems later on.  

They arranged this tour at short notice –just for me- at a price better than the large companies could 

offer with 12 people on the trip. I only booked in 

November to travel in January once it was clear 

that there were no tours to Cameroon in Ebola hit 

West Africa, so while I had my own driver and 

vehicle in West India (Devi my driver was a real 

star- there was nothing that little guy wouldn’t do 

for me) I had to rely on local guides at each 

stopping point. In NW India I had three guides who 

were all really excellent as was the guide Veer in 

the Great Rann of Kutch. For the rest it wasn’t too 

difficult to manage as most knew where to look for the birds I wanted to see even if they were not 

too hot on the identification. 

 

I flew from Delhi to Ahmedabad an hour and a half flying time to the SW and from there travelled 

200 kilometres to Velavadar National park home to the very attractive Blackbuck antelope and 

supposed roost of thousands of Montagu and Pallid Harriers. The harriers were a major 

disappointment. We had about 50 birds arrive the first 

evening – all Montagu’s and about 30 the second 

evening with one Pallid female. I had to wait to the 

Great Rann for my first male Pallid. India is well known 

for its huge (thousands) flocks of overwintering 

wildfowl and cranes and Velavadar was home to 

thousands of Common Cranes- a very impressive 

sight.  



I spent two full days staying at Blackbuck lodge- A very 

comfortable abode with which to start the trip . I had a 

small pan outside my room with confiding Spotbilled Duck, 

Little Cormorant, plenty of Green Bee-eaters and a family 

on Plain Prinia. In the grounds I found Rufous-tailed lark, 

Long-billed and Tree Pipits and much to my delight Indian 

Thick-knee. You also get Eurasian Thick-knee in India so you 

need to check them carefully . Rather than look at the 

White in the wing ( more extensive in Indian ) it wasn’t a 

reliable ID feature when the bird is not in the air – rather look at the yellow on the bill (more black In 

Indian) and the length of the Tibia ( longer in Indian). The Park was basically Grassland- cut short in 

places for the harriers’ roosting sites but held some large pans with plenty of waterbirds.  

From Velavadar we travelled to the southernmost point of our journey- The National Park of Gir- the 

only place where Asiatic Lion can be found in India. 

Gir is run by the Indian parks board. Now if you think SA Parks is bad you should try this lot. Their 

facilities are tired and dated- I don’t think much has been done in any of the Parks since the British 

left India. They, as can be expected, charge foreign 

tourists five times the local price, but what really 

got me is that you only get a permit for 3 hours. 

From 6.00am to 9.00am, or 9.00am to 12.00 or 2.00 

to 5.00, and can you believe they actually close for 

lunch from 12.00 to 2.00pm . So if you wanted to 

stay in the Park for most of the day you would pay 

3 times along with a camera fee of 600 rupees ( 

doubled if have two lenses with you). The only 

good thing I have to say about the Indian Parks 

Board (all the locals complained about how corrupt they were) is that they don’t allow Indians to 

drive around in their own cars.- They have to use the park approved Suzuki jeeps- considering the 

way Indians drive on the roads this really is a must.  

I was unlucky in that I was there on the Monday- Independence Day and a public holiday-  so we 

fought our way in along with 200 other Suzuki  jeeps, but you couldn’t stop for a bird without 5 

vehicles backing up behind and trying to get past, so birdwatching was pretty much a waste of time 

and my guide added to the frustration as he didn’t know one end of a bird from the other. 



However I did see two big Lion males- they were a long 

way off on the other side of a dam but when I checked 

my photo I could see a man in the open watching them 

not 20 metres away. It turned out he was a Parks board 

ranger monitoring the lion. I was told he spends the day 

with them every day and has probably known them since 

they were cubs.  Sort of detracts from the wilderness 

experience doesnt it- more like a zoo! 

I didn’t return to the park although I had two more visits 

scheduled- I found the naturalist where i was staying was an excellent birder and I spent the 

afternoon and following morning with him birding along the river. 

We left Gir at 11.am for Rajkot- a place I had never heard of. I assumed it was on the coast as the 

only itinerary I had, visited the coast for the Marine National Park and the thousands of Crab Plover 

they have there. My fault really as I should have checked before leaving, but we arrived at Rajkot at 

2.30 in the afternoon which is in the middle of nowhere- a transit stop on the way to the Great 

Kutch. Despite having a really fancy hotel I was extremely annoyed. What was I supposed to do for 

the rest of the day? Still you make the most of a bad job and Devi and I birded the outskirts of town- 

we actually found a Brown Crake and Yellow-wattled 

Lapwing – so it was not a total disaster. I was really cross 

about missing those Crab Plover though. 

Our base for 4 nights in the Great Rann was a small village 

called Moti Virani where the Centre for Desert and Ocean 

 (CEDO) is located. Run by Jugai Tiwari and ably assisted by 

his guide Veer I was to spend the next 4 days with Veer 

who found me all the area specials. The rooms were basic 

but spacious and adequate but the food was something else. Now I thought the food in India was 

basically very good- the curries were not particularly hot and very flavoursome. Usually Chicken and 

Mutton were on offer with a host of vegetables served in many different sauces. Now Gujarat is a 

conservative state- alcohol is banned and many people are vegetarian. And Jugai ran a vegetarian 

hostel- now curried vegetables are all well and good, but for lunch and dinner for 4 days in a row- 

that becomes just a little boring.   I asked for chicken as an overseas non vegetarian client – but was 

told –no ways- I later discovered it was a religious thing so I opted out of lunches- more in protest 

than through a dislike of the food. I lived on hard boiled eggs, cheese biscuits and fruit- nothing 

wrong with that is there. So not a place I would recommend unless you are seriously into curried 

vegetables!   

We arrived at lunchtime and were told birding would 

start 3.00pm through to dusk. And so it was for the next 

4 days- back for lunch (12.00pm)  for curried vegetables 

and rest up through the heat until 3.00pm Get some 

birding in and look forward to more curried vegetables at 

7.00pm. 



We got off to a great start finding Marshall’s Iora and White-

naped Tit (two endemics) in the first hour. Brown Rock Chat 

and Striolated Bunting quickly followed by a very obliging 

Bluethroat.  

 The next morning was a big day. We were off in search of 

Great Indian Bustard but alas we were still searching 8 hours 

later with no luck. It wasn’t until day 4 which we really 

didn’t need because we had found 99% of the birds we were 

looking for, when I suggested we give the Bustard another try that I was told there was less than a 

5% chance of finding it. –maybe once in every 30 trips I was told. Had I known this I would have 

changed the itinerary to include the Great Desert Park where there is still a good chance of finding 

the bird. 

So we had to console ourselves with lots of Sandgrouse, Indian Courser, more Montagus and Pallid 

Harriers, Rufous-fronted Prinia , Yellow wattled Lapwing, Yellow-fronted Woodpecker and others. 

Still turned out to be a good days birding. 

Day 2 at Moti Virani started early. We were off to find the Grey Hypocolius. Now this bird apparently 

is only active for half an hour after daybreak when it feeds 

in the open before adopting its usual skulking habits for 

the rest of the day. So we were at the designated spot in 

the dark waiting for dawn to break, and sure enough just 

as the sun began to rise out popped a male Hypocolius. 

The light wasn’t really good enough for photography so it 

was a challenge to get some decent shots but there was a 

slow improvement over the next half an hour with a 

female giving us good views. 

Then it was off to have breakfast out on the desert-like plains where a rocky outcrop gave us Red-

tailed Wheatear. The plains were full of Common Crane and a Steppe Eagle gave us a close-up show. 

At this point my Mark IV body started to play up, with a sticking shutter and for the rest of the trip I 

was down to  a single body – which ,thank goodness, lasted through the next 4 weeks. The rest of 

the morning was spent chasing Asian Desert Warbler, a tricky little bird which refused to give me a 

decent photograph. 

The afternoon was fairly quiet. We chased down an 

Indian Eagle Owl and found a confiding Spotted 

Redshank in a river pool, before staying until dark to 

look for Indian and Savannah Nightjars. Then it was 

back to the hostel for more curried vegetables and if 

you were really hungry you could have seconds of 

guess what- lots more curried vegetables. 

The day 3 gave us a real change of scenery. We were 

off to the coast at Mandvi some 80 kilometres away. 

We stopped off a lake close to the town centre 



across which flew hundreds of Flying Foxes coming back 

to roost .The lake was full of Great White Pelican, Brown 

and Black-headed Gulls and more than a few Painted 

Stork. Then it was down to the beach. Having missed the 

Crab Plover  through a poorly planned Itinerary 3 days 

ago I was keen to get to grips with the bird here. But first 

it was time to sort out the Gulls- There were lots of 

Heuglin’s and Pallas’s Gulls but trying to find a Caspian 

and a Steppe ( a subspecies of Lesser Black-backed) was 

a lot more challenging. With Veers’ help we did track 

them down but I didn’t get a shot. There were lots of Lesser and Greater Sandplovers  interspersed 

with some Terek Sandpipers and the odd Kentish Plover. Further down the beach on the rocks there 

were more than a dozen Great Thick-knee but no sign of the Crab Plover. We had probably walked 

10 kilometres that morning so we retired to the town for lunch (just an ice cream for me) and found 

the Demoiselle Crane Veer had promised me-  a small flock of 50 birds around a dam at an India 

temple. Birds like Indian temples as they seem to be fed there. 

We sat in the shade by the lake watching the 

Pelicans before returning to the beach to repeat 

once again the long hike. The afternoon gave us 

Slender-billed Gulls and a couple of Gull-billed Terns 

fishing in a small creek along with plenty of Western 

Reef Herons- 90% were dark-morphed with only one 

white morph. There were Greater flamingos further 

down the beach but still no Crab Plover. By 5.00pm I 

had had enough but never say die Veer set off for 

one final look way down the other end and came 

rushing back half an hour later to say he had found 3 

birds. Now it was a mad hike for 2 kilometres to try and get there with the sun setting fast behind us. 

They seemed to have disappeared but one bird remained way off on a sandbank too far away for a 

shot in the gathering gloom. Needless to say you didn’t want to hear the language I used for a solid 5 

minutes. Another major target missed! 

Then it was the long trek back to Moti Virani where more of those mouth-watering curried 

vegetables awaited us. Day 4 was really a waste. We found Sykes Lark and Sykes Warbler in the 

morning and spent the rest of the day looking for Sirkeer 

Malkhoa  with no luck.  

Still I enjoyed my time in the Great Kutch – cant wait to 

get back for more of those curried vegetables!! 

We stayed at Rann Riders for our 4 nights in the Little 

Kutch (again 4 days were not necessary and in fact we 

managed to leave a day early and fit in an extra day at 

Mount Abu- Our final stop on this leg of the trip). Rann 

Riders is a well established venue for the Little Kutch – 



there were several birding groups there at the same 

time. Accommodation was in small rondavels with a 

big airy dining room and lounge. The food here was 

the best on the trip- I had one sublime chicken curry- 

 too good to be true! 

You were allocated a driver who took you out in the 

usual open air Suzuki Jeep. They obviously knew 

where to find the birds and could identify most- but 

ask them what wader they were looking at and they 

usually guessed. 

Our first evening drive after our midday arrival produced the only Pheasant-tailed Jacana of the trip,  

followed by an obliging Indian Eagle Owl family. We then went down onto the floodplain to look for 

Sociable Lapwing- didnt find them- but watched a hunting Red-necked Falcon take out a Greater 

 Short-toed Lark with consummate ease. 

Day 1 was devoted to McQueens Bustard and the famous wild Asses of the Little Rann. The Asses 

were not hard to find but fairly skittish never allowing a close approach- very good looking beasts 

though. It took us a couple of hours to track down a 

McQueens Bustard- some call it the Asian Houbara. We 

had an Indian guy in another Jeep who had been looking 

for 4 days for the bustard. We phoned to say we were 

watching the bird but by the time they arrived 20 

minutes later it was gone- such is the way of the world. 

Day 2 we visited one of several major pans- the birds 

were a major spectacle- The air was simply black as 

hundreds of Cormorants would lift off the water 

together. The big problem was that all the wildfowl and the cranes were incredibly skittish. The birds 

on the shoreline when you were 50 metres away would start to move 30 metres off shore and by 

the time you had reached 20 metres to the water they were 70 metres offshore. Open the Jeep door 

and they would take to the air immediately- really frustrating for any photographer!  

I spent over an hour trying to get close enough to photograph some White-tailed Lapwing and as you 

can see still battled to get a good shot. The Sociable Lapwing were conspicuous for their absence. 

Day 3 I decided to devote to the Plum-headed 

Parakeet- there was supposed to be a small 

population in some fig trees overlooking a small 

dam where the village women washed their 

clothes. On arrival all I could find were dozens of 

Rose-ringed Parakeets- one of the most common 

birds in India. We eventually found a few out in 

the dry country 100 metres from the fig trees. I 

was asked by a villager to take a photograph of 

her little 2 year old girl. I did much to the delight 



of all concerned and gave the little girl a couple of 

rupees as I left. Major Mistake! I was plagued by 

every kid in the village wanting their photograph 

taken for a couple of rupees.  

To get closer to the Birds of the Little Ran someone 

needs to build a few hides but I don’t suppose that 

will ever happen. 

Mount Abu is a small range of hills which climb 

1500 metres above the surrounding plains. It is the 

easiest place in India to find the Green Avadavat and was my major reason for going there. The town 

itself is like a resort- dozens of hotels so why I got the worst accommodation here of the whole trip I 

am not sure. The room was dirty and freezing cold the mattress was 30 centimetres thick and solid 

as a rock. Even doubling up with the mattress off the other bed made little difference and of course 

there was no hot water.  

We didn’t have an organised guide here -. The owner of the hotel offered to show us the Avadavat 

but he earned as many stars as a birder as did his hotel. 

I did manage to find a Parks Board guide who although 

not a great birder had access to Parks board land  I 

couldn’t otherwise enter and it was nice to have a 

sharp keen pair of young eyes. 

The Avadavat was not difficult- we found a small flock a 

couple of hundred metres from the hotel  alongside a 

Sulphur-bellied Warbler which took me a couple of 

minutes to ID. We went into the park the following 

morning and luckily found Grey Junglefowl, Unlike its 

cousin the Red this bird is unbelievably shy and took off as soon as we got a glimpse- pretty much 

like the Red Spurfowl which we found along side it. Common Rosefinch and Spot-breasted Fantail 

 were other new birds but it was nice to wind down this leg of the trip in an unhurried fashion 

enjoying the  very pleasant temperature and other birds that I had got to know well on the trip. 

 

The next day it was time to return to Ahmedabad to catch the early morning flight to New Delhi 
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